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It is 05:30am on the Grand Gendarme of the Jegigrat, and the sun is nowhere to be seen. 
Above me is some difficult corner climbing, below me is a lot more. I contemplate the 
potential fall – 20 feet onto an old rusty peg. Against my better judgement I imagine what 
such a fall would feel like- the sudden shock of it. At least I’m not thinking about 
Coronavirus. It strikes me as important that I should get some more gear in, but the cold is 
intense, and I cannot feel my hands and feet. I reach for a cam, trusting a jam with my 
gloved hand, there is no way to tell how secure the hold is because I am getting no sensory 
response from my limbs. As I fiddle with the gear, I feel myself slipping. I cannot change 
hands because of the cam. In a slight panic I shove the whole thing in my mouth and swap 
hands. The cam tastes unpleasant. I am not thinking about Coronavirus.  
 
This, for those brave souls who came to red-listed Switzerland to attend the ostensibly 
cancelled Alpine Aspirants’ Meet, was the theme of the trip. With 2020 being what it has 
been, many of our number still sought to put themselves in situations of mild peril, if only to 
give our minds a break from the bigger global issues we currently face. Despite Nick sadly 
having to officially cancel the meet, following the UK’s decision to enforce a two-week 
quarantine upon returning to the UK, a dozen members still decided to attend and salvage 
some quality Alpine Climbing from what has been a tricky year for Alpine Club Meets.  
 
Early Arrivals  
 
Alfred Robertson, Liam Talbot, and Ethan Rhys-Jenkins all arrived early, with Liam and Ethan 
making a quick start on the normal route of the Lagginhorn. Alfred and Ethan spent a fine 
acclimatisation day on the Jegihorn, completing the 14 pitch ‘Bayermann Vabreischn’. This 
excursion proved to forge a strong partnership. With the combined Wisdom of age, and the 
Vigour of youth (and Liam) a day hit was made on the normal route of the Allalinhorn, 
despite a miscommunication forcing a quick retreat to retrieve a forgotten rope from the 
valley. Liam cut his trip short to dodge quarantine, while Alfred and Ethan marched to the 
Mischabel hut for a traverse of the Nadelhorn and Stecknadelhorn. Excellent snow 
conditions made this one of the finest, Alpine snow ridges they had yet climbed, with a 
calm, clear bivouac giving views of the Weissmies and Lagginhorn bathed in the fleeting 
warmth of sunset.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ethan Rhys-Jenkins on the Knife-Edge Ridge leading to the Stecknadelhorn. Photo- Alfred 
Robertson.  
 
The Meet Begins 
 
30st of August found the majority of attendees trickling in to begin the meet proper. Aside 
from a Manchester university carpool that took a forced bivouac in a field – if your car must 
break down in France, don’t do it on a Sunday.  
 
Then began two days of fantastic instruction led by Owen Samuel and Tim Blakemore. We 
were lucky enough to be joined by two aspirant guides, Tom Ripley and Phil Stephens. The 
combination of extra help and lower numbers meant we were blessed with incredible 
student/teacher ratios that allowed all aspirants to get a huge amount out of this 
instructional element. A day spent dangling in real crevasses and practicing rescue 
techniques, was utterly invaluable. Many members had previously covered crevasse rescue 
in the artificial environments of trees or grassy valley campsites. Nothing can compare to 
the real thing and this training boosted confidence for future endeavours.  
 
 
The meet was blessed with excellent weather for the duration, barring a few unsettled days 
right at the start. Rocky ridges were out for a short time until this new snow cleared. A 
sample of notable ascents and activities follows.  
 

- (Johnathan Groves, Samuel Mace, Laura Shaw, Sam Davis, Alex Kay) – Dri Horlini 
and Portjengrat. The Manchester Uni contingent, plus Laura and Alex, took a two-
day trip towards the Almageller Hut to climb these two objectives. Here the students 
received rather a nasty shock when- upon climbing 20 meters up an alpine route, 
they found not the gritstone top-out they were used to at their local crags, but 
rather, many hundred more meters of climbing. Enthusiasm and stamina prevailed, 



and the group were able to tick both objectives and even snag a late-night pizza in 
the valley for their efforts.  

 
 
 
                                                                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
        Johnathan ‘Jonno’ Groves on the Portjengrat Traverse (AD+) Photo: Alex Kay. 

 
 
 

 
- (Alex Kay, Ethan Rhys-Jenkins) – Northern Nadelgrat Traverse + The Joderhorn SE 

Ridge.  
A two-day trip was planned to climb the Lenzpitze-Nadelhorn portion of the 
Nadelgrat the first day, and then ascend the remainder of the ridge via the couloir 
below the Dirrujoch. It appears the couloir is to be completely avoided at all times 
due to rockfall, and a dumping of snow overnight meant the Lenzspitze was out. 
Faced with this, the pair elected to traverse the Stecknadelhorn, Hohbarghorn, and 
Dirruhorn, before descending down towards the Bordier hut, and straight to the 
valley. This descent was much compared to climbing on a never-ending treadmill, 
although admittedly one with fairly loose rock. Upon calculating the combined 
ascent/descent, the pair found they had covered over 4000m of elevation. With 
morale at a low, the pair collapsed through the doors of the first pub they saw in 
Gasenried and terrified some locals. Following this long day, an ascent of the SE 
ridge of the Joderhorn (D) was a welcome diversion. Relatively unencumbered, this 
ridge was climbed in 2.5 hours with a swift sprint down the Monte Moro pass and a 
bike ride to the bus stop.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Alex Kay on the Summit of the Hohbarghorn,             Ethan Rhys-Jenkins leads up another                                                                                                                                          
as part of the Nadelgrat Traverse.                                    quality boot crack on the Joderhorn 

 
- (Naomi Bourne, Philip Jardine, Alfred Robertson) Monte Rosa Excursions.  

Naomi spent her two weeks rather fashionably, taking several jaunts to Italy with 
various willing partners. Naomi and Phil spent a five-day trip crossing the Monte 
Moro pass and spending their time in Italian huts. This trip included an ascent of 
Punta Giordani and Pyramid Vincent, taking special care on the sections of loose rock 
follow a severe rockfall last year. The following day saw Signalkuppe and the 
Zumsteinspitze ticked off despite slightly higher winds on this day. The pair have left 
glowing reviews of both the Gnifetti and Margherita huts – in typical Italian style, the 
food is excellent. Later on, Naomi again left for Italy with Alfred, for a half traverse of 
the Breithorn and an ascent of Castor. The icy sections of the former were exciting, 
and mostly pitched with ice screws for protection.  

 
 

- (Alfred Robertson, Ethan Rhys-Jenkins.) Jegigrat Traverse and SE Spur of the Grand 
Gendarme.  
The pair have only great things to say about this route, with pitch after pitch of 
quality technical climbing on the Grand Gendarme, before a not-unchallenging rock 
ridge leads the climber all the way to the Jegihorn. Topping out on the Grand 
Gendarme involves an airy traverse pitch with an entire mountains’ worth of 
exposure beneath the feet, before a technical headwall gains the summit. The ridge 
proper has excellent rock and brilliant climbing over a succession of towers. As 
Alfred has observed, if such a route was in Chamonix it would be dubbed a mega-
classic and swamped with parties. As it was – they had the whole thing to 
themselves. Earlier in the year it would be possible for a swift party to catch the lift 
down.  



 

 
 
           Another fine tower to overcome on the Jegigrat. (Photo: Alfred Robertson) 

 
 

- -(Nigel Buckley, Tom Allen, et al.) Esoteric Bivouacs. This pair, embracing the true 
spirit of adventure espoused by the Alpine Club (and because they’d already done 
pretty much everything in the guidebook) – sought out the lesser-known climbs of 
the Saas area and beyond. They began by attempting a traverse of Senggchuppa and 
the Fletschhorn. A small line in the AC Valais East guidebook acknowledges the 
route’s existence, but does not give a grade. Undeterred, group made an attempt 
alongside Philippe and Bea, but were turned back by fresh snow on the ridge.  
 
An attempt on the Strahlhorn was then made via the pleasantly situated Citta di 
Luino bivouac hut. They were delighted to be joined by Victor Saunders, Rick Allen, 
and Belinda. They were faced with a stark change in the composition of the glacier, 



which was found to have receded considerably. They recommend parties attempting 
this route now traverse around the Schwarzberghorn and onto the Findelgletcher, in 
order to gain the start of the S ridge. In addition – a prominent snow gully 
mentioned in the description is no longer there.  
 

 
South ridge of Strahlhorn taken from summit of Monte Rosa Sept 2020 showing absence of 

snow gully on the bottom rocky step. (Photo: Phil Jardine.) 
 
 
 
Nigel and Tom also enjoyed a fairly involved day out with Rick Allen and Jerry Gore, 
over the Sonningpass to the tiny Biv. Varese, which was shared with another Italian 
group. From here an attempt was made on the E Ridge (Cresta del Lago Maggiorie) 
of the Mittelruck. Here Jerry made an impressive effort overcoming a large overhang 
early on the route. Tom and Nigel turned back roughly 2/3rd of the way along the 
ridge while Rick and Jerry were able to complete the climb and return to Saas-
Almagell at 01:15. The challenge of the route was increased with the addition of 
three equally vague and conflicting route descriptions – an aptitude for route finding 
and a good dose of improvisation is a requirement for parties looking to revisit the 
ridge.  

 



 
- The Weissmies. This familiar and oft-visited peak was climbed by the majority of 

attendees at some point in their trip. Often by the popular traverse of SSE Ridge and 
NW flank. It should be mentioned the condition of this latter route leaves much to 
be desired at this late time in the season, with extensive crevasses and seracs. 
Nevertheless the local guides have picked out a path and even installed a ladder over 
one crevasse, which at least looks impressive in photographs. The increasing 
objective hazards on this ‘Normal Route’ may be the cause of the rocky SSE Ridge’s 
increasing popularity. Alfred Robertson had good things of to say of the lesser 
known, more recently established ‘Rotgrat’ which would allow a descent by the SSE 
ridge while still providing interest in ascent. This newer line is not to be confused 
with another ‘Rotgrat’ on Alpubel – another quality route which Alfred also 
completed with some effort long before the meet got underway.  
 
Samuel Mace and Jonathan Groves reversed the classic Weissmies traverse with a 
cold Bivouac on the glacier and a patchy, ice-screw-protected, finish. Meanwhile 
Ethan Rhys-Jenkins slipped from the Saas-Grund campsite at 03:30am to reach the 
summit in 8 hours from the valley, via the SSE Ridge.  

 
 
In sum, the trip was a glorious demonstration in clawing victory from the hands of defeat. 
All members were able to climb a selection of quality routes, new partnerships have been 
forged and plans are already underway for future Alpine endeavours. A huge thanks as 
always goes to Nicholas Hurndall Smith for organising, and the guide team, including our 
aspirants. To build some lasting climbing memories during what for many has been a rather 
climbing-free year has been a gift to be thankful for.    
 
 
Meet Organised by: Nicholas Hurndall Smith.  
 
Guides in attendance: Owen Samuel, Tim Blakemore. Tom Ripley (Aspirant). Phil Stephens 
(Aspirant).  
 
Meet attended by: Johnathan Groves, Alfred Robertson, Naomi Bourne, Alexander Kay, 
Ethan Rhys-Jenkins, Laura Shaw, Samuel Mace, Sam Davis, Laura Millichamp, Mark Jones, 
and Liam Talbot.  
With Nigel Buckley, Tom Allen, Beatrice Turner, Philippe Jung, Phillip Jardine, and Ross Bell.  
 
 
 


